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This title takes its dignified place in the Cassell series, that fountainhead and model of "modern

lexicography," according to Le Lingue del Mondo. This dictionary is designed as a mirror of Italian

life but includes obsolete words and phrases recurrent in the works of classic Italian writers for the

benefit of readers and students of Italian literature.
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Cassell's Italian Dictionary"It takes its dignified place in the Cassell series, that fountainhead and

model of modern lexicography," said Le Lingue del Mondo. "The compilers have given an excellent

working tool to the English and ourselves." This entirely new dictionary is designed as a mirror of

contemporary Italian life but it includes obsolete words and phrases which are recurrent in the works

of classic Italian writers for the benefit of readers and students of Italian literature. Piero Rebora,

who worked throughout the last twenty-five years of his life on the compilation of this dictionary, was

Professor of English Studies at the State University of Milan. His guidelines were based on more

than a century of experience in the compilation of language dictionaries which has made Cassell a

hallmark throughout the world.Famous Cassell's DictionariesFrench-English, English-French

Standard, Thumb-indexed and Concise EditionsGerman-English, English-German Standard,

Thumb-indexed and Concise EditionsSpanish-English, English-Spanish Standard, Thumb-indexed



and Concise EditionsItalian-English, English-Italian Standard and Thumb-indexed

EditionsEnglish-Dutch, Dutch-English Standard EditionLatin-English, English-Latin Standard,

Thumb-indexed and Concise EditionsAlso published by MacmillanA series of companion volumes

showing the peculiarities of meaning and usage in colloquial speech, the intricacies of which cannot

be adequately explained in a standard dictionary.Cassell's Colloquial FrenchCassell's Colloquial

GermanCassell's Colloquial ItalianCassell's Colloquial Spanish

Cassell&#39;s Bilingual Dictionaries Acclaimed Worldwide Since 1854Includes neologisms,

colloquial terms and idiomatic usage.Incorporates modern scientific, technical, political and

industrial terms.Vocabulary covers both modern speech and classical, literary Italian.Contains

figurative expressions, grammatical information, feminine forms, conjugations of Italian verbs.

As an adult student of Italian, I am always looking for the perfect dictionary. I have small, medium,

and very large versions from different publishers. This one is very good for finding some obscure

words I am not finding in even my Garzanti Italian to Italian unabridged. The entries are by necessity

brief, and if I have any questions I have other dictionaries to refer to. Print quality is excellent. There

are few idiomatic entries however. Strongly recommend this for when you are stuck on a word in

text, as you will in all likelihood find it here.

I like this dictionary!

Easy to use, seems comprehensive, worth its price

Cassell never does a bad dictionary. I still have my Latin one from years ago. Thoroughly done, well

laid-out, and designed to last through lots of page-turning.

I've used this dictionary now for several weeks to prepare speeches on current events. I have found

that the entries do not cover the "nuances" of meaning very well. And not all forms of the word are

explored. For example, one can derive a noun, adjective and adverb out of most Italian verbs

(although the meaning may not be what you exactly expect), and these variations are often ignored.

I've replaced my 10-year-old paperback with this version, but will still seek out an unabridged

Italian-English dictionary.



I ordered for a present; recipient liked it very much.

This book does not have IPA in it be warned. If you need IPA don't get this book.Otherwise its ok.

very helpful intro book carry this with me every trip here.you can count it for quick words and simple

quotes.
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